Spectur confirms no supply chain interruption from
COVID-19
ASX Announcement | 27/02/2020
Solar camera, AI and IOT platform and solution provider Spectur Limited (ASX: SP3)
(“Spectur” or “the Company”) is pleased to confirm that the Company has experienced no
interruption to the supply of Spectur platforms and solutions related to coronavirus impacts on
the supply chain with China.
Highlights
•
•
•

Supply of componentry for Spectur systems is continuing to flow unaffected
No restrictions on manufacture and supply of hardware
Spectur systems are designed, manufactured and coded in Australia

Supply of componentry
None of the core componentry within Spectur systems is of Chinese origin.
Key bespoke elements of the Spectur systems are manufactured in Australia:
•
•
•
•
•

Printed circuit boards (PCBs) (Victoria)
Internal and external fittings, fixtures and hardware (3D printed by Spectur or
manufactured by local partners in Western Australia)
Routers, batteries and solar panels (in stock and interchangeable with multiple
suppliers)
Processors (Korean origin, extended supply and alternatives available)
Cameras (key long lead items held in extended inventory)

As Spectur designs systems from componentry and also writes all software and firmware
internally (in Australia), there is flexibility to move between alternative providers should this be
required in future.
There is no expectation of direct impact on Spectur due to interruptions in supply chains from
China.
No restrictions on manufacture and supply of hardware for Spectur systems
Existing inventory levels of componentry and fully assembled systems are sufficient to meet
forecasts for the balance of the financial year.
Executive commentary
Spectur Managing Director, Gerard Dyson, said:

“Spectur systems are designed, manufactured and coded in Australia. Our internal designs and
engineering teams mean that our systems are inherently modular with interchangeable
componentry.

“As well as securing our supply chain and ensuring ongoing ability to meet customer needs,
Spectur is able to modify, improve and expand our systems and platforms for customers without
reliance on singular manufacturers.”
Ends.
This ASX release is authorised by the Board of Directors of Spectur Limited.
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About Spectur Limited
Spectur Limited (ASX: SP3) is an Australian-based company which owns the rights to its
innovative hardware and disruptive solar powered camera, IoT and AI solutions and platforms
which operate in Australia and New Zealand. The two largest industries that Spectur currently
services are the government / utilities sector and the building/construction/civil industry.
Spectur’s core products are solar powered deterrence and surveillance systems and associated
cloud based platform. These systems incorporate cameras, AI, lighting, audible warnings and a
hardware IoT platform. The systems are remotely accessed and connected via 3G/4G technology
to a cloud based platform. Spectur has also added long distance, 24-hour thermal camera
surveillance and off-grid warning systems to complement its existing product base. The Company
is implementing a strategic growth plan to build market dominance in the Australian government
and utilities sector whilst continuing to grow and service the building/construction/civil industry.
To learn more, please visit: www.spectur.com.au
Forward Looking Statements
This announcement contains forward-looking statements which are subject to elements of
uncertainty, risk and other factors which could cause the actual results or outcomes to differ
materially from those stated. These statements are based on an evaluation of current economic,
contractual and operating conditions, as well as assumptions regarding future events. These
events are, as at the date of this announcement, expected to take place, but there cannot be
any guarantee that such events will occur as anticipated, when anticipated or at all given that
many of the events are outside Spectur’s control. Accordingly, neither Spectur nor any of its
directors, officers, employees, contractors or agents, gives any assurance that the results,
performance or achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements contained
in this announcement will actually occur as and when anticipated.

